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Abstract

Every child is born a scientist, with curiosity to explore the 
environment through experimentation. However, in practice, 
science education still very focuses on transmitting facts 
instead of encouraging personal exploration. Conducting 
science exploration in a classroom can be complicated for 
kids and limited by safety, money and laboratory infrastruc-
ture. But what if we could create a middle ground between 
science and fiction, a world where kids discover and exper-
iment in ways that could be impossible in real life but still 
true to science? This project is to design an imaginative and 
accessible tool to help kids develop a scientific mindset and 
practice through play.

Wonder-LAND is a mixed reality book system that empow-
ers kids to discover the unseen and experiment the impos-
sible through play. The system combines AR and VR tech-
nology with various traditional paper-based mechanisms 
from pop-up book, cut-out toys and movable cards to bring a 
world alive. In such way, kids can interact with the tangible 
material, paper, to unlock amazing 3D virtual phenomena. 
They can discover things that are not visible to the naked 
eyes through metaphorical paper tools. And they can also 
conduct experiments that are impossible in reality by creat-
ing their own universe and controlling parameters in simu-
lation. And those playful interactions spark their curiosity 
and passion for more scientific exploration. 
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1.1 CURRENT SCIENCE EDUCATION STAYS OLD

When we look at the science education in the ma-
jority of the world, we still see kids sitting around 
the tables while the center of the class being the 
teacher. Through years, the medium of teaching 
might have changed with new gadgets appearing 
in classroom such as computers, tablets and pro-
jectors, but the educational approaches generally 
stays the same. We still often think of education 
as a learning conduit, with teachers standing on 
the high end transmitting facts directly to stu-
dents on the low end.  

Students are asked to memorize knowledge such 
as matters have three forms or the earth orbits 
around the sun. They learn to calculate and solve 
abstract problems instead of applying to contexts 
relevant to themselves. And they are required to 
follow the teacher’s instructions to conduct ex-
periments for validating what’s on the textbook, 
instead of exploring or discovering on their own. 
The education is seldom about encouraging ex-
ploration and building passion for science. (Hon-
ey & Kanter, 2013).

This traditional view of learning comes from the 
Behaviorism theory since late 1800s, in which 
the learner is essentially passive responding to 
the environment stimuli while the teacher takes 
complete control. It leaves no place for emotion, 
exploration or reflection, and sees children’s play 
and exploration as aimless and of little impor-
tance. This educational theory is later considered 
‘superficial’, as the focus is on external behavior 
change but not an internal process of learning.

Children are natural born scientists. Before they 
can walk, we have already started exploring our 
environment through experimentation. It is deep-
ly rooted in our human nature, the act of being 
curious and the act of wanting to do experiments. 
However, play, explore and wonder is often sup-
pressed by our education. Children often find 
learning serious and boring. They seldom get 
wow by things they find out by themselves or at-
tracted by stories or missions they love. And grad-
ually lose their passion and interest in learning. 

Transmitting facts instead of en-
couraging personal exploration ?“

1.2 SOCIETAL CHANGE SHIFTS LEARNING GOAL

Today, information is available at our fingertips. 
With the advent of ubiquitous computing, knowl-
edge is immediately accessible. We reach down 
to our pockets, take our phone out and tap on 
the screen to get an answer within seconds. If we 
want to know how much the Earth’s ocean level 
is rising due to global warming, a quick Google 
search will reveal that it’s 3mm per year. 

At the same time, our knowledge and technology 
are evolving faster than ever in the human histo-
ry. Each year, there are new theories breaking the 
old ones, new findings that explore the area that 
no one arrives before, or new tools that are invent-
ed to enable us to see the unseen. For example, we 
have discovered that not only the DNA sequence 
but also the way the genomes fold in nuclei makes 
each creature unique. The quantum theorem 
shakes foundations of physics. And scientists can 
create blackhole in lab environment and we can 
observe the universe far outside the our Galaxy. 

The constant updating science challenges the 
focus of our science education. How could we pre-
pare children for a future where most knowledge 
and problems do not exist nowadays? Should we 
teach science as a body of knowledge, or a state 
of mind and practice that can be applied through 
our life time? If developing a scientific mindset 
and practice is the focus, what are the theories 
and tactics have been explored and what has fu-
ture potential? Why most of the current approach-
es are not applicable in our education system? 
What are the new technologies and tactics that 
I can explore to go beyond the limitation of the 
current situation?

In this project, I aim for preserving children’s 
passion for wonder and develop their intuition 
for science exploration. Children will learn to 
explore through playing, having their own chance 
to discover secrets, conduct experiments, find out 
patterns and form their own interpretation.

As body of knowledge or a life-
long mindset and practice ?“
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1.3 EXPLORATIVE LEARNING OFFERS AN OPPORTUNITY

Constructivism 
In the mid 20th century, psychologists includ-
ing Jean Piaget did not agree with Behaviorism 
views. He promoted the Constructivism approach, 
which sees learning as a reconstruction rather 
than a transmission of knowledge. Piaget (1952) 
asserted that children construct an understanding 
of the world by accommodating and assimilating 
what they discover into what they already know. 
And Piaget also recognizes play as an important 
part of the student’s cognitive development and 
promotes ‘Learning by doing’. 

Bruner (1962) speculated that children learn bet-
ter what they discover for themselves. He advo-
cates learner-centered, discovery learning where 
people make connections between different ideas 
and areas of knowledge. He also proposed Scaf-
folding as an effective form of teaching where the 
level of help from adult is adjusted in response to 
the children’s performance (Bruner, 1976). 

Constructionism 
Building on top of Constructivism, Seymour 
Papert (1991) developed Constructionsim, which 
believes that learning is most effective when the 
learner is consciously engaged in constructing a 
meaningful product, whether it’s a sand castle or a 
theory of the universe. 

Papert believes play involves experimenting, 
taking risks and testing the boundaries and 

iteratively adapting when things go wrong. Chil-
dren’s cognitive evolution requires us toolkits and 
environment to foster playing. He recognized that 
computer can be used to empower children to 
experiment, explore and express, adn developed 
LOGO, an educational programming language, 
to enable kids to create computer codes through 
a digital turtle’s movement rather than code and 
numbers. He also founded the MIT Learning Lab 
to bring to children more advanced ideas and 
technologies such as AI, robotics, digital fabrica-
tion, etc. (Mitchel Resnick).

Building on top of their ideas, I propose to create 
an accessible and imaginative toolkits, environ-
ment or platform that can encourage curiosity 
and passion and enable kids to discover, exper-
iment and interpret on their own. This leads to 
some main questions of this project: 

1. What format and content can boost chil-
dren’s curiosity and passion to wonder?

2. What are the main interaction features that 
can encourage children to conduct more 
self-driven exploration? 

3. How could we create a safe environment for 
children to explore and interpret without a 
fear of mistakes? 

4. How could the solution go beyond the con-
straints of current education context?

It requires rich toolkits and 
environment to foster playing“

Seymour Papert (1928 - 2016)
Computer scientist, professor at MIT

The LOGO Turtule by Seymour Papert and Marvin Minsky
The cover of Papert’s book “Mindstorms”.  It appears to be running cable-less and 
with touch sensors.



1.4 WHY NEW APPROACHES ARE NOT APPLIED WIDELY

The explorative learning theory is nothing new 
and has been adopted in some Western countries. 
However, why giving the fact that learning by 
passive absorption are universally disapproved, 
it is still so entrenched in most of the learning 
context? Because learning by doing is highly con-
strained by the practical situations of the educa-
tion system:

First, the expectation to fulfill the current cur-
riculums and exams system. The focus of many 
education system is to prepare students for the 
exams strictly follows curriculums. And they see 
the outcome of explorative learning harder to 
evaluate and control.

Second, the constraints of the practical resources 
including the classroom size, teacher’s knowledge, 
funding, facility, time, etc. The primary schools 
usually lack enough funding and resources to 
have materials or tools to facilitate many explora-
tion activities. Many field trips or experiments are 
not feasible because of safety, time or teacher-stu-
dent ratio. And the teachers also find themselves 

less confident in teaching in this new way be-
cause they lack relevant trainings or knowledge. 

Third, the complexity of the real-life scientific ac-
tivities for kids. It can takes them a very long time 
to discover some findings scientifically without 
a guidance. Some experiments have many steps, 
which can be impossible for young kids to design 
on their own. And many scientific investigations 
need months or years of observation and involves 
many scientists to collaborate together. And 
lastly, after conducting the research, recognizing 
the patterns and concluding a idea can also be too 
abstract and skillful for children to get on their 
own. 

As an interaction designer, I focus mainly on 
the second and third challenges, because they 
can be possibly solved by a new design and 
technology, while the first one is more relevant 
to societal change, education provocation and 
new policy making. 

limited by safety and resource 
and complicated for children“

Learning no longer just takes place in class-
rooms and is not restricted to paper and pencil. 
With technology, children are now used to 
using a computer or a mobile devices and edu-
cational apps on them. Video games, learning 
apps, social networks and augmented reality 
are enabling more action and interaction which 
leads to exploration and motivation. 

For designers, we have access to different ways 
of creating immersive and engaging learning 
experience that works like a game to excite 
children to learn for hours. The immersive 
environment can improves brain plasticity and 
perceptual learning (Bavelier, 2012). Also, we 
can easily create simulation system with differ-
ent environment, different condition and differ-
ent tasks.

In this project, I will focus on creating a 
playful simulation system for science learn-
ing. It will create a world in between science 
and fiction, a world where kids can kids 
could conduct unlimited science investiga-
tion, with budget close to zero and no safety 
issues. Imagine, children could use both the 
digital and physical world as a sandbox to 
experiment without the fear of breaking things. 
And they could observe the instant feedback 
with flexible time span and even experience the 
context through first person perspective. 

1.5 TECHNOLOGY CHANGE HOW WE LEARN: 

- 4 -
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1.6 PROJECT GOAL AND VISION OF OUTCOME

Designing a simulation learning system that sparks curiosity for wonder and 
encourages children to explore on their own. The intent of the system is to 
help children develop a scientific mindset and practice through play. This 
project will look at what simulation system can foster rich interaction for self 
exploration and what interactive mechanisms can enable children to experi-
ment with both the physical and the virtual contents. 

I expect the final result to be imaginative and appealing for kids and inspiring 
for peer designers. It should opens the possibility to unlock the potential fu-
ture applications. It shall be an accessible solution in terms of technology, cost 
and scaffolding and go beyond the constraints of current education system, 
so that it can widely applied in generic learning context such as school, home 
and museums. 

My vision is to introduce a new method of creating playful simulation that 
encourages explorative learning, by developing the system structure and in-
teractive functions to support it. The outcome will include multiple functional 
prototypes and application examples to showcase some potential experience 
and how a wide variety of application can be created through this method. 

An imaginative, acces-
sible simulation system 
for explorative learning

“
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1.7 SCOPE OF DESIGN

Target User
The Newsweek story ‘The Creativity Crisis’ shows some in-
teresting facts that preschool kids ask their parents about 100 
questions a day averagely, but the number starts to drop since 
age five and pretty much stops by middle school. Around the 
same time, their motivation and engagement plummets. The 
creator of TED, Richard Wurman (...), suspects that it is be-
cause in school, we’re rewarded for having the right answer, 
instead of asking good questions or exploring on our own. 

It is also discussed how children’s creativity changes when 
growing up. In early age, children conduct mostly free play. 
In middle childhood, they create fantasies of entire alterna-
tive worlds. But from fourth grade on, researching become 
an integral part of creativity, which is serious and overloaded 
for kids. But if they have a supportive teacher who tolerances 
unconventional answers and detours them to curiosity, they 
tend to excel. (...)

Therefore, I choose the target user as kids age around five to 
ten. They are in the transitional period of exploring the world 
from just free play to a more systematic researching. With this 
choice, my solution could potentially have more efficient im-
pact on children’s mindset and practice approaching science.

Learning Content 
In this project, I use the new framework of US K12 (kindergar-
ten to 12th grade) STEM (Science, Technology, Enginnering 
and Mathematics) education to guide the content creation. 
This framework is designed to help students actively engage 
in scientific and engineering practices and apply crosscutting 
concepts to deepen their understanding of the core ideas in 
these fields. It consists of three dimension, Practices such as 
asking questions, conducting investigations and constructing 
explanation, Crosscutting Concepts such as patterns, scales 
and causation, and Core Ideas including life sciences, phys-
ical sciences, earth and space sciences and engineering and 
technology. It puts considerable emphasis on the practice. 
And the learning experiences should engage student with 
fundamental questions about the world and with how scien-
tists have investigated and found answers to those questions. 
(National Research Council, 2011).

Therefore, I focus on exploring how different interactions 
can encourage those Practices. And I use Core Ideas and 
Crosscutting Concepts in this framework to guide the content 
creation for the example showcases.

Kids age 5-10 to learn science practice“
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1.8 DESIGN APPROACH

Insights & Principles Final Concept

User-Centered Design HCI Research

Technologies

Ideation HCI ResearchUser Research Prototypes & Test Application

System

The goal of the project is to design a simulation 
system that is meaningful for kids, with novel, 
functional and accessible solution. To achieve 
that, I integrated two opposite design approaches, 
User-Centered Design (UCD) which generates 
concepts upon insights from users, and Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI) which explores inter-
actions via technology research and functioning 
demos. 

For the UCD process, I planned three stages. First, 
I started with six observations on the existing 
‘learning by doing’ methodologies and how kids 
relate to them. Second, I conducted four stakehold-
er workshops to generate promising tactics. And 
third, through my own ideation of the three holistic 
experiences, I enriched how those tactics can be 
adopted and pinpointed the main design opportu-
nities, ‘discover the unseen’, ‘experiment the impos-
sible’ and ‘experience the story’. 

In HCI research, I started with investigating the ex-
isting HCI solutions and focused on combining AR 
with paper-based mechanisms and experimented 5 
different categories of mechanisms. Then I devel-
oped nine prototypes with Unity3D game engine to 
demonstrate how various interactions can facilitate 
three design opportunity. Then I created and tested 
three high-fidelity examples with users and ex-
perts. In the end, I defined the system architecture 
to guide the future application development. 
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2.1 OBSERVATION IN CONTEXT

To understand how kids learn through exploration, I first dived into 
the learning context that is outside normal school setting, such as 
exploratorium, museums and home where this method of ‘learning 
through playing’ is more adopted. The observation was aimedto 
understand  what medium we are currently using, how kids make 
sense of what they play in relation to what they learn, and how 
much scaffolding is necessary to have a good learning outcome.

I participated in two science classes in Umevatoriet (Umea Plan-
etarium), one is Little Dragon’s Chemistry Show for age 5-8, and 
another is Mars Landing Mission for age 12-15. To observe looser 
structure of playing, I visited science and technology museums, 
including Tom Tits Experiment, Tekniska Museet, Smithsonian 
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian National Air 
and Space Museum. 

Moreover, I conducted a mini-workshop with kids age 5-8 and their 
parents explore how they perceive and engage with different play-
ful learning mediums. These experiments ranged from testing  tra-
ditional toys, story books, to educational game apps. The workshop 
started with pick out the mediums and practices they have adopted 
at home and what are their favorite ones. 

Understanding Learning 
Through Playing
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2.2 RESEARCH SYNTHESIS 1: DESIGN TENSION

Representation
(Abstract Concept - Analogy - Real life Context)

Children in early grades do not have the interest nor the 
ability to understand highly abstract concepts and theo-
ries. On the other hand, real life problems can also be very 
complex for them to solve. So how could we introduce 
scientific concepts or challenges to kids in a way that 
they can feel more related to and excited about but true to 
science? All human especially kids understand and explore 
the world through analogies and metaphors, be it a story, a 
toy, a role-play game. I believe the representations should 
be something metaphorical, something more magical and 
intriguing but scientific.

Scaffolding
(strict play - guided play - free play)

Children need to feel in charge during learning. However, 
the complexity of scientific practice requires necessary 
support from the external environment. So how much 
scaffolding should the system provide for scientific explor-
ative learning? Should it be strict play which follows steps 
or free play which is open-ended like LEGO toys? I believe 
the system should act as a companion giving proper level 
of support based on the child’s need but leave enough 
room for exploration initiated by kids. Also, a better sys-
tem can adaptively provide the proper level of scaffolding 
based on children’s interaction and reaction through AI.

Interaction
(Digital - Digital&Physical - Physical)

Children no longer make meaningful distinctions between 
the digital play and the physical play. The digital one has 
the flexibility and adaptivity of the content and also create 
a safe environment where kids can easily undo and redo. 
It also creates excitement from visuals and audio stimuli. 
On the other hand, the physical play lets kids experience 
the real world through their bodies, which involves multi-
ple senses and creates kinetic memories. So how could we 
combine the two in a natural way? I believe they should 
overlap in perfect alignment to create fluid interaction that 
kids do not notice the boundary in between. 

There were three design tensions that I found from the observation and the fundamental research. 
They were identified to guide detailed design later.  

>see appendix for the breakdown of how the insights were were merged into design tensions
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2.3 STAKEHOLDER  WORKSHOP

I conducted four in-depth workshops with educa-
tors, pedagogy experts and peer designers. The 
main focuses are to explore 1) how kids perceive 
and engage with different medium to play and 
learn, 2) what tactics can be used to encourage 
more discovery, exploration and sense-making in 
learning, 3) how to apply those tactics in real life.

The workshop started with a discussion among 
participants of general teaching methods, their 
magic power (special tactics) and their failed 
experience in teaching science practice. Then, 
they were asked to participate in the rotation 
brainstorm exercise, in which they were given one 
tactic to sketch out possible concepts, scenarios 
and applications within five minutes, and then 
pass it to the next person to keep developing on 
the ideas. In the end, the last person were asked to 
present the content on the paper which contains 
both his/her own thoughts and others’. The inter-
pretation and reconstruction of each other’s ideas 
helped enriched the context of different tactics. 

After the short brainstorm exercise, participants 
were asked to choose one scientific concpet out 
of three (different forms of matters, light, force 
and motion) and reimagine an optimal learning 
experience that encourages scientific mindset 
and practices in the process. It could be a toy, 
a game, an activity or an experiment. And they 
were asked specifically to ignore practical issue so 
the outcome can be as imaginative and native as 
possible. 
   
The workshop resulted in a large collection of 
rough ideas that I can get inspiration from. There 
were visualizations of the invisible things, such 
as our human body structure, water circulation, 
microstructure, chemical reaction, electricity 
flow, etc. There were experience combined with a 
mission in virtual or real life such as save a char-
acter or treasure hunt. There were tool kits that 
help children to do experiments that are either in 
virtual environment or in real life setting such as 
the kitchen or garden. 

>see appendix for detials of the workshop materi-
als and results

Exploring New Possibilities
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2.4 RESEARCH SYNTHESIS 2: TACTICS

All the information I collected from the primary research and secondary research were distilled into 
quotes and insights. I tested various ways of categorizing research finding in attempt to merge them 
into tactics can be employed to empower kids to develop a scientific mindset and practice. 

How to create a safe environment for kids to explore without fear?

Access magic tools
Tool-using is an important aspect in scientific practice. However, 
many of the tools are expensive, inaccessible or complicated for 
kids. Use technology to create tools that is accessible yet magical 
to observe and discover amazing phenomenon. 

Experiment the impossible
The simulation of long-term, large-scale or dangerous experi-
ments can extend the current learning resources to help kids have 
more immersive experience of how scientists work in real life

Freedom in the journey
Kids can feel more freedome when having open-ended multi-path 
experience. Do leave space and time for kids at each point and 
allow them to jump back and forth.

How to let the curiosity and imagination lead the way?

Hide to discover
Don’t show knowledge and facts directly. Attract children to un-
cover their own secrets by using hints such as tiny spaces, small 
windows, particles. 

Wow to wonder
Kids will not get motivated by digits and boring facts. Instead, 
they get passionate if they get fascinated. Start with phenomena 
that are unexpected and unbelievable.

Inquiry to hypothesis
To make kids wonder and ask their own questions, first ask them 
a question that are obvious or taken for granted to induce think-
ing in new perspective.

How to support kids to interpret of the experience on their own?

Storytelling to communicate
Kids can better relate to stories. Telling an intriguing story that 
is imaginative but still grounded in serious scientific facts and 
approaches is the best way to involve children. 

Recognize patterns
The important part of science practice is to find patterns through 
changes and connect the dots that are far away. Seeing the direct 
feedbacks from manipulating the parameters and environments, 
kids can build strong intuition of the correlation of things.

Involve the brain
Children are fed with facts, theories and answers. Give them the 
opportunities to ask questions, form their own model and inter-
pretation no matter if it’s right or wrong.

Three tactics emerge, each containing three key approaches to further probe the more detailed solu-
tions. They are meant to guide the next ideation session to have more defined design opportunities. 
>> see appendix for the breakdown of how insights were merged into the tactics.

Curiosity 
Suspense

Exploration 
Playground

SenseMaking
Process
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3.1 EXPLORATION 1: MAGICAL WORLD BUILDING

Kids love creation and construction. They pile up 
bricks, build with legos and they create castles 
with any forts at home. This exploration focuses 
on allowing them to create their own universe by 
playing with traditional low-tech materials. 

The idea is to encourage children to create their 
unique world by combining cardboard panels that 
represents different landscape elements, such as 
mountain, lake, forest, desert. This opens up al-
most unlimited environment for them to conduct 
experiment upon. There are also symbolic compo-
nents representing different animals and plants 
that children can move around. Kids can see how 
the world becomes alive on the screen. For ex-
ample, they can observe what kind of creatures 
live in different environment, how they adapt to 
extreme condition, how the food chain works and 
how animals behave different in the day time and 
night. They can also move closer and further to 
see phenomena in different scale. For example, 
they can see the whole water cycle when standing 
faraway, and how it influence vegetation density 
change through altitutde when getting closer.

To visualize this world, all the cardboard panel 
components need unique patterns on it so that 
the camera can recognize and differentiate them. 
The camera on the mobile device will pick up the 
coordination of all the panels in 3D and generate 
simulation model accordingly. Then it will show 
virtual contents generated by the simulation on 
the screen. 

The advantages of this system is that it provides 
kids the freedom to create endless sandbox for 
experiment. When kids are able to see direct 
changes by manipulating elements, the intention 
of pattern-recognition and sense-making inten-
tion become much stronger. However, the de-
mand of using hand to hold the device limits the 
interaction while the observation. And the techni-
cal challenge lies in the structure recognition in 
3D and the complicated AI simulation that need 
to deal with large number of model generation 
and parameter influence. It is like rebuilding the 
whole nature. 

Unleash potential by creating your 
own universe with tangible objects“

Setup Props Create  Environment Discover Experiment
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3.2 EXPLORATION 2: IMAGINATIVE SPATIAL DISCOVERY

Kids love fantasy play. With a few hints, they can 
already fantasize a whole new world and enjoy 
role-play game. This exploration focuses on turn 
a mundane environment into a magic land with 
two means. First is to use visual, audio and chil-
dren’s own imagination to render the setting. 
And second is to use a metaphorical tool, such as 
a headlight and a see-through panel to conduct 
imaginative exploration.

The kid wears a spotlight which project visuals 
on the wall and play sound. Followed by hint from 
the audio or the visuals, the kid can turn to differ-
ent directions searching for fantastic phenomena 
and secrets. The mysterious visual effects from 
just seeing the things in the range of the spot 
light create the sense of adventure. And they can 
also use a see-through tool to see the hidden se-
cret through scale or time. For example, the story 
can start as an adventure in the cave. By following 
the sound of a stream and animals, children can 

crawl on the floor and move into the space. They 
can use the headlight to explore how bats behave 
in the darkness so differently from other animal 
and discover ancient fossils on their own. They 
can also use the see-through panel to see how 
stalactite form through time. 

The advantage of this design is the way to engage 
children in the physical body movement in the 
physical space, which kids all love. Also, by using 
the sound and a spotlight to render the atmo-
sphere, we can really stimulate the something 
imaginative with little effort. One big technical 
challenge is how to track the head’s six degree of 
freedom as well as the 3D environment to create 
proper projection visuals is a big challenge. Also, 
control of environment light is very tricky, be-
cause the projection requires a dark environment 
while RGBD 3D environment-tracking requires a 
bright environment.

Turning mundane environment 
into magic land by visual, audio 
and metaphorical tool-using

“

Treasure Hunt Explore Environment Discover Secret
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3.3 EXPLORATION 3: STORYTELLING PROBLEM-SOLVING

Kids all love story and being part of a story or a 
mission. This exploration focuses on how to en-
courage kids to alter the storyline by helping the 
character solve different challenges with symbolic 
physical representation of solutions. 

The children can watch the story from a tablet 
within which the main character ask for help to 
solve a problem or accomplish a mission. They 
can then put the conductive physical props, that 
represent different materials and mechanisms, on 
the touch screen to help the character. For exam-
ple, the story is about Alice taking the adventures 
in Wonderland. One challenge is to help her to go 
to the cloud to get the magic liquid to make her 
smaller so that she can crawl across a little hole. 
Kids can combine different materials, for example 
a fire and a parachute to let her fly up, or a lever 
and stone to shoot her up. For each challenge, 
there are multiple solutions. 

The advantage of the concept is that children can 
be very motivated to play because of the storytell-
ing and character attachment. However, the play 
is very constrained to pre-defined challenges and 
solutions. Also, the interaction is very limited. The 
challenge is how to create an experience that does 
not have a linear journey, and also how to avoid 
the typical level mechanism in normal games to 
avoid user being trapped in one challenge with 
frustration. The technical challenge is the number 
of the combination of different physical compo-
nents can be huge .

Altering the storyline by solving 
challenges with physical symbolic 
representation of solutions.

“

Charactor Problem Solving Cards
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3.4 DESIGN DIRECTION AND DESIGN OPPORTUNITY

After reflecting on the three ideation exploration, I see great potentials in creating something that goes 
beyond the conventional learning experience to get children excited, encouraged and feeling in con-
trol. I propose to create a simulation system that enables kids to have learning experiences that could 
be impossible in real life but still true to science. As a middle ground between scientific research and 
fictional stories, this simulation system can help children develop a scientific mindset and practices 

Experiment the Impossible
Scientific research often has complicated process and experi-

ments that can be hardly carried out by kids. They could be long-
term or large-scale, using latest technology or connecting the 

dots that are far away in the field. It is important to let young kids 
have a taste of how scientists conduct investigation in a scientific 
way. Giving them the chance to create their own universe and see 
how it evolve can spark their curiosity. And seeing the feedback 

from their control of the parameter can make pattern-recognition 
and sense-making more intuitive. What if kids could conduct 
experiments that are impossible to carry out in real life by 

young children or experiments that is constrained by limita-
tions such as tools, time, scale, safety, resource or money?

Discover the Unseen
Kids all love discovering the hidden secrets. Their irresistible 

desire to crawl into small spaces, peep into holes, and open boxes 
to find something surprising makes them the best discoverer. 

However, there are many structures or phenomenon that we can’t 
see without having very expensive or complex tools: the micro 

such as molecules or bacterias, the macro such as the climate or 
the universe, the inside such as body organs or the structure of a 
volcano or mountain. It can give them a great sense of wonder if 

they can see the world that is impossible to see or from a different 
perspective and scale. What if kids could reveal unseen secrets 

by using metaphorical tools functioning as powerful micro-
scopes, telescopes or X-ray films?

Experience the Story
Kids love stories. They feel easily connected to storytelling con-
cept comparing to abstract one. They use analogy to understand 
new knowledge and use imagination to make sense of the world. 

Kids get intrigued by a journey or a mission with clues, like a 
treasure hunt or adventure trip, in which they can have a sense of 
taking risks and feeling in control. They also get more attached to 
characters being as their companion who share kids’ excitement 
and come up with new exciting ideas. What if kids could expe-

rience the world through stories or missions with companions 
reacting to their engagement and suggesting new adventures?

through formats and contents that get them excited, curious and playing for hours. It contains fun and 
scientific metaphors or analogies of the scientific process, tools and challenges in real life, so that chil-
dren can feel relatable to but also get a sense of how real scientists work. 

To achieve this goal, I focus on three design opportunities:
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3.5 TECHNOLOGY HYPOTHESIS

This simulation system needs to have tracking 
input and the visual output. The input system un-
derstands the context, behavior and intention of 
the user. Once the system understand the context 
of interaction, it also need to have an output sys-
tem to visualize the digital content accordingly.

The current tracking solutions includes touch 
screen, image tracking, spatial tracking, GPS 
tracking, etc. Image tracking use camera to de-
tect the target image or special graphic code 
and gives back the position, rotation and direc-
tion of the target in 3D space. Therefore, this 
solution has more potential in tangibility but 
also limited the interaction to target. OpenCV 
provides basic functions while Vuforia provides 
high performance feature target image tracking. 
Spatial tracking usually use depth sensing cam-
era to generate point cloud and understand the 
3D structure of the environment . Kinect is the 
most accessible solution but it is stationary and 
requires PC to run it. Microsoft Hololens, Goo-

gle Tango and Meta Vision provide more mobile 
possibility and they also generate mesh from the 
sensor which enable more detailed design. GPS 
tracking is very specific to location based appli-
cations and limited to outdoor use. Indoor GPS 
solutions are mostly not robust. 

The output solutions includes mobile AR/VR, Sta-
tionary VR headset, AR headset, Projection, etc. 
Mobile app AR solution such as Vuforia renders 
virtual content on top of the camera view. It can 
also use headset such as GearVR, DayDream or 
Google Cardboard to show the camera view with 
virtual rendering directly to the eye. The station-
ary VR such as Oculus or Vive has good graphic 
performance but has limitations in mobility. They 
also requires powerful PC which strongly limits 
the usage of learning for young children.

Tracking Input & Visual Output

Oculus Rift CV1

Google Tango
Computer scientist, professor at MIT

Microsoft RoomAlive
Magical Experiences Enabled by Scal-
able, Adaptive Projector Camera Units
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4.1 MY CONCEPT SOLUTION

The main HCI challenge for creating this simulation system 
is to combine the digital and physical solutions so that kids 
can touch the tangible elements to reveal something magical, 
impossible and unbreakable. And also another challenge is to 
create a solution that is universal to be applied across differ-
ent contents or subjects. 

I propose a solution combining the mobile AR and VR 
technology with traditional paper-based mechanisms from 
pop-up books, cardboard toys, movable cards, origamis and 
boardgames. The components and the user’s interaction with 
them can be tracked when the camera of the mobile device 
picks up the unique image or pattern on each part of the com-
ponents. Then the device will render the simulated virtual 3D 
content on top of the camera view of the physical world. In 
this way, children can see and interact with the paper com-
ponents to create environments, control parameters, move 
objects and observe how the world evolve through time. 

The integration of the high-tech digital solution with the 
low-tech tangible material promises a highly accessible and 
imaginative solution.

The digital platform simulates a rich environment and pro-
vides a powerful way to visualize unbelievable phenomena. It 
has four advantages. Firstly, it extends learning resources, al-
lowing kids to experience impossible scientific acitivities and 

field trips that are impossible in real life. For example, they 
can watch a volcano erupting, stand on Mars or observe how 
bacteria absorb nutrition. Secondly, it allows kids to observe 
things in 3D which is more intuitive when learning the spatial 
relationship, for example, how planets orbit around the sun, or 
how water molecules form hexagon shapes. Thirdly, the flex-
ibility of the digital information enables kids to do, redo and 
undo without fear of mistakes. Lastly, this AR and VR technol-
ogy can run on mobile devices, which makes it highly acces-
sible. And the same interactions and codes can be applied 
easily to more advanced AR headset such as Hololens. 

The paper mechanisms enables the advantage of manipu-
lating the virtual world by touching the physical one. People 
have sophisticated skills for sensing and manipulating their 
physical environment. Yet, most of those skills are not em-
ployed in digital interaction. (Ishii, 2008). As the material 
that all kids find familiar with, Paper props makes them feel 
comfortable to touch and interact with or even break. With a 
book, kids can have physical pages to ground information to. 
It solves the problem that in digital apps, people easily lose 
track of where they are in hierarchy and where the different 
information is in different places. 

Mixed Reality & Movable Paper Mechanisms
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4.2 RELATED WORK 

Mobile Game App
Many new learning apps are designed as 
new-generation encyclopedia introducing scien-
tific knowledge through open-ended simulation. 
For example, Toca Nature amplifies the magical 
moments of exploring nature by allowing chil-
dren to create their own nature from a bird view 
and watch how it grows inside the world. (Brügge-
mann) Tinybop’s Plant invites children to observe 
a world where all the flora, fauna and animal are 
governed by AI. It has no instruction encourag-
ing kids to discover all the secrets on their own. 
(Gutierrez)

There are also apps coupling with tangible toys 
or props to boost engagement and spark curi-
osity. Ubooly is an interactive stuffed animal 
powered by a mobile app. It uses the visual on 
the screen as facial expression and voice recogni-
tion to interact with the kids. It encourages kids 
to physically move in daily environments and to 
imagine the play context through sound effects 
and stories, such as exploring the cave or taking a 
balloon.

Natural User Interfaces
Steve Mann introduced Natural User Interface 
(NUI) in 1990s, which uses the natural interaction 
with the real world. It is an alternative to a com-
mand-line interface(CLI) that uses codified input 
through mouse movement and a graphic user in-
terface (GUI) that uses metaphorical visuals and 

behaviors such as icons, desktop and drag inter-
action through a mouse. The word ‘natural’ means 
both the action natural to human and the use the 
nature itself, i.e. physical environment. For exam-
ple, Microsoft PixelSense tabletop can recognize 
objects placed on it, so that user can use physical 
objects to control digital content. Kinect enables 
spatial gesture of natural human body movement 
for interaction instead of a game controller. 

Wonder-LAND has great registration between the 
physical elements and overlaid digital content. It 
enables interaction by moving body naturally in 
3D to observe. Because the alignment and inter-
action happens naturally in the feedback loop, 
Wonder-LAND is a Natural User Interface. 

Tangible User Interfaces
A Tangible User Interface (TUI) is a user interface 
allowing a person interacts with digital informa-
tion through the physical environment. One of 
the pioneers, Hiroshi Ishii(1997), who leads the 
Tangible Media Group in the MIT Media Lab 
describes his vision as Tangible Bit which allows 
users to “grasp and manipulate” bits by through 
everyday physical objects, surfaces and envi-
ronments. Tangible Bits pursues the seamless 
coupling between both cyberspace and the phys-
ical environment, as well as the foreground and 
background of human activities. It is differentiat-
ed from Augmented Reality(AR) by a strong focus 
on graspable physical objects as input. 

For example, Urp (Urban Planning Workbench) 
uses physical models of architectural building to 
configure and control the digital urban simulation 
such as shadow, wind, light as projections on an 
ordinary table surface. It also provides a variety of 
tangible tools to control the parameters including 
a clock tool, a material wand and a light reflection 
glass, a wind tool and an anemometer (Under-
koffler and Ishii, 1999).

Wonder-LAND builds on the Tangible Bits idea 
by allowing users to trigger hidden phenomenon 
or conduct experiment by directly interacting 
with the physical elements. It saves one more lay-
er of interface comparing to using a touch screen 
AR overlay or touch tangible object and seeing 
reaction on a screen.

Urp by Underkoffler & Ishii, 1999
Luminous Planning table used in the classroom setting

Toca Nature App by Toca Boca
Creating the world from a bird view

Kinect by Microsoft
A family playing “Kinect Disney Adventures,” where players 
can fly on the Peter Pan Neverland ride.
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4.2 RELATED WORK

Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality (AR) is a system that blends 
real and virtual worlds (Klopfer & Sheldon, 2010) 
and augments user’s interactions and engage-
ment (Dunleavy, Dede, & Mitchell, 2009). It needs 
to fulfill three basic features: a combination of 
real and virtual worlds, real time interaction, and 
accurate 3D registration of virtual and real objects 
(Azuma, 1999). 

Projection is used to augment a physical space 
with digital information. DigitalDesk is one pi-
oneering work which projects computer display 
onto a real desk with physical documents (Well-
ner, 1993). HideOut is a handhold projector-based 
system that interacts with tangible objects and 
surface to bring tangible objects to life. (Willis, 
Shiratori & Mahler., 2013). 

The most common approach for AR is overlaying 
the 3D digital visuals onto the real-world imagery 
with a see-through head-mounted display (HMD) 
(Milgram, et al., 1994) or camera-through mo-
bile-AR (Feng, Duh, & Billinghurst, 2008). Reality 
Editor uses Mobile-VR and touch screen interac-
tion to control the hidden functions of connected 
devices. Reality Editor 2.o also includes a bi-direc-
tional AR function which allows real-time position 
control of a robotic arm or a drone. 

AR books are still in early stage. Most of them 
merely presents 3D models on top the images 

passively, leaving user little active interaction to 
affect the digital contents. Some works introduces 
active user interactions by using touch screen or 
extra controllers and sensors. Digilog Book is a 
image-based book that allows user to activate 3D 
animation by using an controller with a marker 
attached on it (Ha, Lee, & Woo, 2011). HideOut 
uses a mobile projector pointing to different plac-
es to actively interact with content on the page 
for storytelling (Willis, Shiratori & Mahler., 2013). 
Google filed two patents that uses motion and 
pressure sensors embedded in its page to enable 
reader to activate the visual projected on the page 
or shown on a mobile devices when turning the 
page (Javidan et al., 2015). Electronic Popable 
embeds flexible, paper-based sensors in the pop-
up mechanism for turning on and off lights on the 
paper. (Qi & Buechley, 2010)

Wonder-LAND is the first to use pure paper-based 
mechanism such as pop-up, movable and cut-out 
with AR to enable rich user interactions. This 
solution introduces advances over those prior 
works: First, it is self-contained need no extra con-
troller or sensor but the paper mechanisms that 
already exist in the medium of  book. It efficiently 
integrates all required components in one format, 
a book, making it truly a scalable solution. Sec-
ond, it enables much richer tangible interactions 
and spatial interactions by directly manipulating 
paper mechanisms and moving the head naturally 
in 3D space.

HideOut by Willis, Shiratori & Mahler, 2013 Google filed a patent of a AR book, 2015

DigitalDesk by Wellner, 1993 Electonic Popable by Qi & Buechley, 2010
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4.3 MECHANISM EXPLORATION 

Image-based AR

Image-based AR is a technology that introduc-
es virtual content (3D models, animation, text, 
image, sound, etc) into real physical space in real 
time through marker or image target with feature 
points. It uses a normal RGB camera to track the 
presence and relative transform (3D position, 
rotation and direction) of the target, and render 
content on top of the target. It also enables inter-
action on certain region of a image target. 

I focused not only on the presence and transform 
of one target, but the relationship between targets 
and the camera. I seek to find out new ways to en-
courage people to move in 3D space and interact-
ing with tangible object by influencing, combin-
ing, overlaying them. Here are some mechanisms 
I experimented:

1. target visual change
2. multiple target presence
3. multiple target transform
4. target-camera relationship

Camera

Target A

Target B

VCA

VAB

VCB
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4.3 MECHANISM EXPLORATION

Paper Mechanism

In order to enrich the interactions, I investigated 
five many categories of mechanisms/interactions 
that can be spot by the camera:

1. Cut-out elements that use the basic target 
image print on top.

2. Pop-up elements that trigger target appearing, 
disappearing and shifting. 

3. UI inspired elements (such as slider, knob, 
joystick) that uses the presence and transform 
relative to a background image. 

4. Different origami folds that trigger tar-
get shifting and disappearing when being 
stretched, rotated or pushed.

5. Chromic Paint that trigger target appearing 
and disappearing when humidity or tempera-
ture changes.

After a series of experiments, I find out the origa-
mi and chromic paint has poor performance on 
the image recognition, so I focus on the first three 
paper mechanisms. 
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4.4 BUILDING FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE

Revealing inside structures 

 Kids can see the inside structure of things by manipulating physi-
cal elements on the paper. It tracks certain area of the image target 
which shifts when the physical elements are moved. Here the exam-
ple shows how kids can drag the pull-stripe to see the inside of the 
volcano.

Overlaying magic tools

Kids can see the micro and macro structures through the meta-
phorical tools. Just as in Photoshop we use masks in 2D layers, here 
I overlapped a parallel 3D space and only reveals part of it through 
a mask layer on the tool. The solution uses different stencil shad-
ers to enable visuals on different layers to pass through this mask 
shader. The example shows how kids can use a X-ray magnifier to 
see the cube inside a teapot.

Exploring in different scales 

Kids can also observe phenomenon of different scales by moving 
in physical space. This feature uses the relative transform between 
the camera and the target image. The example shows that when 
being faraway, kids can see how water cycle forms, but when get-
ting closer they see how the vegetation density changes through 
altitude and even closer seeing what specific kinds of plant grow in 
each region. 

Prototypes for ‘Discovering the Unseen’
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4.4 BUILDING FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE

Introducing symbolic elements 

Introducing Symbolic Element: Kids can also influence the envi-
ronment by introducing symbolic elements. For example, kids can 
experiment how the water cycle or the weather can be influenced 
by introducing a element that represent the wind or the sun.

Observing multi-target interaction

Kids can explore how different elements will interact with each oth-
er. This uses the relative presence and transform of multiple target. 
For example, kids can observe how one animal react to a plant or 
see how two material have reactions or not.

Controlling parameters

Chaning parameters is one important aspect of experiment. Kids 
can change parameters of the environment by touching and ma-
nipulating the UI component, such as using a slider to change 
temperature, or a knob to fast-forward time, or a joystick to move 
an element. It is realized by using the relative transform of the UI 
element target and the background target

Prototypes for ‘Experiment the Impossible’
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4.4 BUILDING FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE

Engage with character

Kids can also actively interact with the character by using a con-
troller such as a joystick or touching the paper elements that rep-
resents the characte if there is one. For example here the character 
is sliding down or walking on top of the user’s hand when the target 
is tilted.

Character sensing presence

Kids usually can only watch or listen to the story of the character, 
but not actively engage and influence it. By tracking the movement 
of the camera relative to a background target, the character can 
sense the presence of the user and react differently, such as curious-
ly getting closer, or getting scared off, etc.

Experience story firsthand

Kids can also enjoy traveling in-between different virtual worlds 
and the reality, by using the gaze-ray to trigger the portal control 
in the space. In the immersive VR environment, they can observe 
things from first person perspective.

Prototypes for ‘Experience the Story’

>> See the gif of all the prototypes at http://www.qianyedan.com/wonderland

http://www.qianyedan.com/wonderland
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4.5 DESIGNING HOLISTIC EXPERIENCE

Angry Volcano

Kids can see smoke coming out of a volcano. There will be question 
such as “why there is smoking coming out of mountain?” “where is 
it coming from?” They can reveal the inside of volcano by pulling 
the stripes on the volcano pop-up and also use their hand to trigger 
a massive eruption. They can also observe different types of earth-
quakes by pulling different stripes.

Disappearing Iceberg 

Polar bear is sitting on a floating iceberg to an expedition. Kids can 
change the temperature by moving the physical slider and observe 
how ice melt into water. There will be questions such as “why ice 
float on water?” “where did the disappearing ice go?” Kids can find 
out much more by using the physical magnifier tool to see the mol-
ecule structure change when temperature rises or drops. 

Magic Forest

Kids can see different biomes in the forest, on the mountain and in 
the sea. They can observe how water evaporate and accumulates 
into rain or snow at different altitude. They can change seasons by 
rotating the physical knob and find out how plants and animals be-
have differently. They can move the animal or plant components in 
different places and see how they adapt. Lastly, they can enter the 
immersive VR forest to see things firsthand. 

I design several more holistic experience combining multiple features defined from the prototypes for 
two reasons, to have something with high fidelity to test with kids and to showcase the variety of appli-
cations. The biggest challenge to conduct user test with young kids to convey the difference between 
a prototype and a real product. If the prototype focus too much on the functionality instead of content, 

kids will have a hard time to understand it. Also, these experiences are aimed to open up people’s imag-
ination of what potential applications can be except when combining different techniques and different 
paper mechanisms. Here are the three experience: 
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4.6 CONCEPT EVALUATION

User Test
I conduct qualitative user test with six kids, four 
six-year-old, one nine-year-old and one eleven-
year-old, three boys and three girls. The intent of 
user tests is to observe whether they find the con-
cept fun to use, whether they can understand how 
the interaction works, and whether they can make 
sense of how all the elements affect each other.

The user result is very inspiring. All the kids show 
strong interest in this new format of learning and 
get very intrigued by the magic 3D content they 
observe. What they love most is that they can 
interact with the book to trigger functions (season 
knob and volcano eruption) and they can be in-
side the forest with the VR mode. They also found 
using tools interesting that they can see another 
scale through a ‘portal’. They show less interest 
when they can only observe but not interact with 
the content (part of the iceberg). 

In terms of functionality, I find out several places 
needs further investigation: First, the hand-eye 
coordination difficulty due to the constrain of the 
camera-see-through AR technology, which can be 
solved with optic-see-through AR such as Holo-
lens. Second, the difficulty of relating the physical 
control with its digital result if they are far away 
on the book. Lastly, without strong visual feed-
back, kids can forget they have to look at (point 
the camera to) the physical control in order to 
interact with it. 

Expert Evaluation
I also conduct expert evaluation with two educa-
tors, Bastien and Rickard, who were involved in 
my early user research to get their insights on 
whether it can be useful in teaching and what 
promising applications they can think about. 
They not only have ample experience in teaching 
but also designing scientific activities for stu-
dents. 

Both of them find the concept very powerful and 
scalable. Bastien believes that ‘kids can under-
stand how scientists work by just playing with it’ 
and ‘see you need to use tools in science’. He sees 
the format of the pop-up book can enable ‘endless 
applications, stuff in the sky, stuff in the sea, even 
inside something alive like bacteria’. Rickard sees 
this system as ‘an infrastructure, and there is no 
end to what we can imagine with it. This is a start-
ing point that fits all teaching.’

Therefore, I do believe this concept is imaginative 
and playful for kids to have fun to play with, as 
well as educational and understandable for them 
to discover, experiment and interpret. Further-
more, the solution is also inspiring and scalable 
for designers and experts to facilitate learning 
activities as well as designing learning content 
for kids. See the user test video (https://vimeo.
com/218071354) and testimony video (https://vi-
meo.com/218070103).

Eli & Noah, both 6-year-old Stella & Axel,  both 6-year-old

Clara , 9-year-old Ingrid, 11-year old

Bastien Erpelding, Educator Rickard Åström, Educator

https://vimeo.com/218071354
https://vimeo.com/218071354
https://vimeo.com/218070103
https://vimeo.com/218070103
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Final Result
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5.1 FINAL CONCEPT

Globally, the science education still focus on 
transmitting facts rather than encouraging kids to 
explore on their own. It is partly because we lack 
powerful tools to go beyond the practical con-
straints of safety and resources and also to create 
learning experiences that are fun and imaginative 
to kids. This project explores how to use a simu-
lation system to create a middle-ground between 
science and fiction, where children are able to 
conduct the scientific exploration that makes 
them excited, encouraged and in control. Won-
der-LAND is an imaginative and accessible learn-
ing toolkit that empowers kids to learn science in 
a way that is impossible in real life but still true to 
science.

Wonder-LAND is mixed-reality book system for 
kids to develop a scientific mindset and prac-
tice through play. With Wonder-LAND, kids can 
discover the unseen by moving in 3D space and 
using metaphorical tools, such as a binocular, a 
x-ray light or a clock. For example, they can open 
a volcano or a engine to see the inside, use a 
magnifier to see molecule or virus, or move far-
away and closely to see phenomena such as water 
cycle in different scales. They can experiment 
the impossible by creating and controlling their 
own universe. For example, they can can control 
the season and observe how animals and plants 
behave differently, or set a fire in the forest and 
see how the forest evolves through time. They can 
also experience the story by joining a journey with 

a virtual character who interacts with them as a 
companion, asking obvious questions and sug-
gesting observation and experiments. 

To achieve these amazing functions with an 
accessible solution, Wonder-LAND integrates 
mobile AR and VR technology with traditional pa-
per-based mechanisms from pop-up books, cup-
board toys, movable cards and board games. Kids 
can interact with physical elements made out of 
the low-tech material that they are most familiar 
with, to unlock the magical, impossible content in 
virtual environment. 

The combination of the high-tech digital plat-
form with the low-tech tangible components has 
many advantages: First, it allows many learning 
activities that are impossible in real life, such as 
watching a volcano erupting or being a blood cell 
traveling in the vessel. Secondly, it builds children 
intuition and kinetic memory by using the hands 
to control parameters and moving the head in 
space to observe 3D content. Third, it create a safe 
environment for kids to play without fear of mis-
takes, due to the the flexibility of the digital world 
where they can redo and undo and the cheap 
material that they are not afraid to break. Four, 
this self contained solution with just a book and a 
mobile device, makes it a very accessible solution 
for many learning environment including school 
and home.
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5.2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system contains a pure paper book and a 
mobile AR/VR device. 

Kids wear the AR/VR devices to see world of the 
book becoming alive through the camera view. 
Enabled by AR, the correlation of physical.

They can use their hands to interact with the book 
itself and different components on it to conduct 
experiment and observe direct phenomenal 
changes. They can also hold a metaphorical tools 
to discover the invisible things. At some key po-
sitions, the user can also go inside an immersive 
VR environment to observe things through a first 
person perspective instead of a bird view. 

Throughout the book, there is also AR character 
will show up to guide through the stories, asking 
interesting questions and suggesting exciting 
activities.

Virtual

Physical
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5.2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The book has four different kid of  mechanisms:
1. The pop-up components create the basic environment setting. They can be v-fold or parallelogram.
2. The interactive components offer the parameter control. The movable elements such as the pull-

stripe, the woven dissolve and the flap lift create binary control such as on/off, day/night, etc. The 
UI-inspired elements such as slider, knob and joystick create linear or rotational control, such as 
temperature, season, time, etc.

3. The small cut-out components represent objects inside the scene. Examples can be animals and 
plants in the forest, or tools and materials in the lab, etc. 

4. The large cut-out tool components represent the discovery tools. Examples  can be a magnifier, a 
binocular, a telescope or a x-ray light, etc.

The mobile device recognizes the unique image patterns on each components through the camera 
view and register its transform (position, rotation and direction) and its relationship with others in 3D 
space. Then the mobile device simulates the world and renders the visuals on top of the camera view, 
so that the virtual and the real world blend naturally. The device also treats the tool component as a 
portal to peek into another overlapping virtual space, where things are in different scales or different 
timeline. Moreover, the device uses its own transform relative to the book. In this way, the simulation 
can render different levels of details based on the proximity to different components and make the 
character react to the presence and action of the user.

See detailed mechanisms and techniques in the section: 4.3 Building Fuctional Prototypes

Discovery Tool

ARHeadset

Movable Object

Popup Book Base

Parameter Control 23
Multi Target

Virtual Button

Raycast Hit

Position, DistanceVct

Discovery Tool

Gaze Direction

Movable Object

Parameter Control

User Proximity

Shader Mask
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5.2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The storyteline throughout the book are realized 
through three main techniques: First is through 
the natural flow of the narrative cross pages, such 
as different stops on a whole journey. Second is 
following the character’s own movement on each 
page. And third is jumping in between pages fol-
lowing missions or challenges suggested by the 
character. 

The design of the book should amplify the flex-
ibility of the format of a book, and avoid typical 
level mechanism in game design. It means kids 
don’t have to finish the first page in order to check 
the second one. Instead, they should easily jump 
back and forth in between pages and stay on each 
one as long as they want. There are two reasons 
behind this. First is because scientific knowledge 
and activities are all inter-connected but at the 
same time also fragmented. And second, kids 
should feel in charge of their own learning pace 
and learning interest, instead of constrained by 
the linear structure.

?
Story Narrative Character Movement Inquiry/Activity
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5.3 EXHIBITION

Wonder-LAND was exhibited at the art gallery of 
Sliperiet as part of the UID17 Degree Show. The 
exhibition includes a poster, a functional product 
including a book and a mobile-AR app, and three 
videos including a demo video, a user test video 
and testimony video. The idea is to convey the 
overview of the system as well as to showcase the 
examples through the functional product. 

During UID17, dozens of audience members 
experienced the functional prototypes of Won-
der-LAND, and find them engaging, inspiring and 
promising. Also numerous UID alumni and indus-
try representatives viewed my presentation of the 
project on site and through a live-stream video 
(http://uid.umu.se/en/uid17/watch-the-talks/).

http://uid.umu.se/en/uid17/watch-the-talks/


Contribution

This part gives a overview of what contribution this project brings:

Developed Wonder-LAND, a system that helps young kids to devel-
op a scientific mindset and practice through play. It offers the op-
portunity to learn science in a way that could is unfeasible, beyond 
imagination but scientific. It allows kids to discover the phenomena 
that is not visible to our eyes, to experiment things that is too dan-
gerous or large-scale, complicated or just impossible in real life and 
to learn through experiencing the story firsthand. 

Conceived a new HCI technique of combining image-based mobile 
AR/VR technology with pure paper-based mechanism from tradi-
tional non-electronic interactive books, cards and toys. It brings 
in the benefits from both the flexibility and excitement of a digital 
solution and the tangibility and cost-efficiency of a daily material, 
so that it is fun to interact, safe to play with and cheap to access. 

Produced a dozen of functional prototypes and a book ‘Goodbye 
IceAge’ to showcase the powerful functionality, rich interactivity 
and wide applications enabled by Wonder-LAND. 

Tested prototypes and the book powered by Wonder-LAND with 
six target users and two educators and received very positive feed-
back. Presented Wonder-LAND at UID17 event onsite and online to 
numerous industry professionals, academia representative, fellow 
students. Exhibited at Sliperiet to all the attendances of UID17 as 
well as the public audience.

It was an individual project. I developed the concept at Umeå Insti-
tute of Design(UID) and the functional system at MIT Media Lab-
oratory. However, the project would not be in this shape if without 
the help of many people:

Spatial thanks to my advisor, Professor Pattie Maes from MIT Me-
dia Lab for all the professional feedback and suggestions especially 
on the HCI research. At the same time, my amazing tutors, Stoffel 
Kuenen, Soren Rosenbak, Tara Mullaney as well as my examinor 
Niklas Andersson for their honest critique along my process. I am 
grateful to get the constructive feedback and the warm encourage-
ment from my critical friend Oscar Rosello, who is always support-
ive, inspiring and critical. 

Also, I would like to thank Bastien Erpelding from Umevatoriet for 
providing continuous feedback, evaluation and resources for user 
research of this project. And thanks to everyone who participated in 
my interviews, workshops, user tests, evaluations and demo show-
cases at UID, MIT Media Lab and Umevatoriet. 

Finally, I am thankful to all my friends, classmates and labmates 
at UID and MIT Media Lab including Júlia Nacsa, Jenni Toriseva, 
Aylin Alpay, Marcel Penz, Madyana Torres, Xin Liu, Harpreet Sa-
reen, Sangwon Leign, Mina Khan, Arnav Kapur, Delphine Carlson, 
Ezgi Melldahl and many others for being there. 
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Combining two opposite design approach. My 
greatest challenge as a designer has been com-
bining the two opposite design approaches, the 
user-centered design (UCD) approach and the 
human computer interaction (HCI) approach. 
It was even before my thesis, back during my 
internships, that I realized the emphasis on user 
and technology is often seperated. But they are 
reshaping each other all the time. 

As an interaction designer, we often need to deal 
with technology. It is better not happening at the 
end of the design workflow but along the way. 
Therefore, in this project, I aim to explore how to 
combine the two in the meaningful way. And my 
goal is to develop a functional system instead of 
just a concept with work demos. But why was it so 
important?

Technology brings in opportunities and conve-
nience, as well as limitations and concerns. We 
need to understand what technology can push a 
concept to the next level and make an experience 
meaningful and natural, how to create new inter-
actions by using technology in new ways, how to 
introduce the technology intuitively to user with-
out educate them, what limitations it brings and 
how to make a detour around them with smart de-
sign decisions, and many more. Without thorough 
considreation of the technology, a concept might 
never come alive in real life or be strongly altered 
to meet practical requirements. 

At the same time, there are many time we also 
get lost in technology, forgetting about the most 
valuable things from the UCD approach, the user. 
We, as designers, should bring in our expertise in 
understanding users, building the empathy and 
create experience that are meaningful, reflective 
or playful for the real user instead of the made-up 
persona satisfying the technical direction. But 
sometimes, dealing with technology can be so 
overwhelming, exciting or frustrating, that drives 
us to spend the majority of the time on creating 
somethings functional, cool, fancy and complicat-
ed without thinking whether they are meaningful 
to users or whether they even have users. It is a 
very typical problem in many research labs in the 
academia and the industry. And there was a week 
or two in my process, that I also just kept building 
more functions and examples, without realizing 
they have already deviated from my goal and too 
complicated for kids to use. 

Every part of the design is about storytelling. 
I have never paid enough attention on writing 
before this project. For me, writing was just for 
documentation. However, during this project, 
writing forced me to think more deeply about 
what story I want to convey and what makes this 
story interesting and special. Unlike making a 
presentation, I need not only think about the idea, 
but also the logic, argument and details. I started 
to realize that writing has made me more creative, 
critical and reflective. I can use writing to open up 

imagination and to reflect if the concept has fulfill 
what I aim for. 

Not only writing, every part of design is about 
storytelling. Why do we need an interview, a 
workshop, a post-it brainstorm, a sketch or a pro-
totype? Is it just a format during the process, or it 
has a purpose or meaning? Does it help us tell the 
story we want to tell or make the audience more 
confused? Does it invite more ideas, discussion or 
feedback or just showcase a concept? It is all about 
storytelling, to help us frame what a story we want 
to tell, and to tell it in an intriguing or provoking 
way. 

The outcome is not just one concept. In this 
project, my vision of outcome challenge is to 
design a system rather that one concept. A system 
that works as a platform that can widely applica-
ble. A system that inspires and support others to 
create endless applications. It is especially diffi-
cult because a system is much more complicated 
and abstract to design and to convey. Comparing 
to a concept, a system requires a clear hierarchy 
and principles for representations, functions and 
feedbacks. It should also be flexible to adopt wide 
range of applications and scenarios. At the same 
time, a system can be very abstract and complicat-
ed to describe.

In this project, I started with building a large num-
ber of demos to demonstrate the functionality and 

Reflection

categorized them in three dimensions, the pur-
pose, the format and the technology, which forms 
the system overview and hierarchy. And I created 
three more detailed example to showcase how 
create a wide range of applications by combining 
different functions and storylines. In this way, it 
fulfills the three requirements: to clearly guide 
further design, to inspire what potential it brings 
and to have something testable with target users, 
young kids. In the end, both the concept evalua-
tion with target users and educators as well as the 
exhibition with professionals from the industry 
have very positive feedback towards the result. 
Therefore, I have the confidence to say the project 
is not a speculation or assumption, but something 
real and promising.

What’s next? In order to invite more content 
creation based on Wonder-LAND,  I’m looking 
forward to developing an Unity3D asset with 
function script to support product development 
so that the designers do not need to  go through 
too much technical details. At the same time, de-
sign principles need to be defined to help content 
creators give careful consideration of both phys-
ical and digital affordances and how to combine 
the two naturally. Lastly, I would love to develop 
a real book with educators and scientists to give 
children a real toy to learn science and showcase 
how to embed different features together in a 
format of a book.
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APPENDIX: PRIMARY RESEARCH

SHARE
What’s your expereicne with kids?

Anything about teaching science to kids, especially science practices
( learning, practicing, experiments, activities, toys, games...)

What do they dislike?
(When do they lose attention
or be unhappy?)

What are the difficulties for you?

What is your magic power?

What do they like most?

How do you recognize 
learning in playing?

1. Questionnarie about teaching experi-
ence, tactics and challenges

2. Questionnaire result

3. Peer designer workshop

4. Design challenge 

5. Rotational brainstorm result

1 2 3

4 5
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APPENDIX: PRIMARY RESEARCH

Pose Questions Hypothesize Scientific Argue?

Observe Analyze

Experiment

Build/Make/Create Interpret

Storytelling
Fantasy, magic, monster, hero, adventure

Build/Make/Create

Gamification
Level, reward, challenge, goal, competition

Fellowship
Friend, community, share, discuss, celebrate

Emotion
Thrilled, mind-blowing, amazing, magic, sad

Exploration
Test, experiment, try out, sandbox, analyze

Sensation
Touch, see, listen, smell, taste

Expression
paint, draw, create, build, sing, dance, write

Nurture
Take care, grow, pet, play house, character

Discovery
treasure hunt, hide&seek, telescope, microscope

Humor
Fun, joy, amusement, joke, cute, rediculous

1. Teaching methods cards

2. Science practice cards

3. Kids and parents workshop

4. Educator workshop

5. Experts workshop

1 2

3 4 5
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APPENDIX: RESEARCH SYNTHESIS

RepresentationScaffolding

“Kids needs to feel they are actually in 
charge. It is not about following a recipe but 
have their own solutions.”

— Madelen Bodin
<Assistant Head, Department of Science and 

Mathematics Education, Umeå University>

“Kids like to experience and figure out things 
on their own instead of being taught”

— Linda Bergmark <Stuff at Umevatoriet>

Bruner (1962) proposed Scaffolding as an effec-
tive form of teaching where the level of help from 
adult is adjusted in response to the children’s 
performance (Bruner, 1976). Vygotsky (1978) pro-
posed Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) 
which believes the role of education is to let 
children follow adult’s example and then gradual-
ly develop the ability to learn new things or solve 
new tasks on their own. 

“Kids like to invite me to join their game. 
It’s the time to build up together with them 
to form their own way of thinking instead of 
interrupting”

— Anton Almgren <Caregiver>

“The toys that strike the strongest chord 
in general are the ones that are the most 
open-ended. Toys like these empower kids to 
leap off and go where their imaginations take 
them. There are no rules, no backstory, no 
singular end goal.”

— Christopher Bensch 
<VP at The Strong National Museum of Play>

“LEGO, Minecraft and Toca Boca are the re-
sult of someone trusting and respecting chil-
dren enough to give them the freedom to play 
and participate on their own terms.”

— Jens Peter de Pedro <Play Designer, Toca Boca>

Dragon’s Chemical Show, Umevatoriet
Instructors asking kids questions and instructing them to 
conduct chemical experiment

“It is important to be on the same level as 
kids, be dramatic and excited”

— Aylin, Children’s Caregiver & Designer

Dragon’s Chemical Show, Umevatoriet
Instructors using a stuffed animal toy Dragon to attracts 
kid’s attention and explain the phenomena in a storytell-
ing language that children find familiar.

Structure Mapping in Analogy and Similarity 
by Gentner & Markman (1997) 
Similarity Space shows different kinds of matches in terms 
of the degree of relational versus object discription overlap

Mars Landing Mission, Umevatoriet
Kids use the digital interface to control the robot on ‘Mars’. 

The system simulates the real-life difficulty, communica-
tion delay, so that kids can also develop the mindset and 

skills to work with such challenges.
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Museum Observation
Kids always like to explore the invisible and hidden things

APPENDIX: RESEARCH SYNTHESIS

Interaction
“Kids no longer make meaningful distinctions 
between digital play,More than in previous 
generations, today’s children engage in paral-
lel adventures, and belong to multiple tribes. 
They move between worlds (virtual, physical) 
often without moving their bodies.”

— LEGO Institute of Play

Mars Landing Mission, Umevatoriet
Students play with the Mars Landing simulation game to 
observe how objects are affected by gravity and experi-
ment diffeerent configurations

Mars Landing Mission, Umevatoriet
Students use tablets to draw and create their own mars 
landing vehicle

Interview with Kids and Parents
Most kids choosing tablet game as one of their favorite 
way to learn and play

Compared to physical building toys, kids ar-
en’t as limited by the number of toys, physical 
space, toddler siblings in the knock-every-
thing-over-phase, frisky cats, etc.

— Ingrid Simone, Toca Boca Executive Editor

Curiosity 
Suspense

“You have to first fascinate them, for exam-
ple, with mind-blowing secrets of the universe 
or cool things like space travel”

“I let them ask questions. If they don’t, then 
I’ll ask them stupid and obvious questions, 
like why this pen drop to the ground. And I 
expect them to leave with more questions in 
their mind.“

— Bastien Erpelding, Stuff at Umevatoriet

“In school, science class start with theory and 
then some experiment to prove it. Instead, 
they should start with interesting things like a 
phenomenon or experiment“

— Madelen Bodin
<Assistant Head, Department of Science and 

Mathematics Education, Umeå University>

“I like this game (Tinybop Plant), because I 
have no idea what will happen next. I just try 
to discover things” 

 — A kid in play medium workshop
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APPENDIX: RESEARCH SYNTHESIS

Exploration
Playground

“Many knowledge are unrealistic to observe 
due to the time, facility, instrument, environ-
ment, difficulty and safety issues”

— Primary science in the UK: a scoping study 

“It is the creation of a alternative world, 
physical or virtual, that is ‘true to itself’. To-
day’s children demand that the tools they use 
can undo a bad move at any time and keep 
track of things. This quality of digital technol-
ogies encourages both a culture of iteration 
(try again, build on top, take what you find a 
step further) and rapid prototyping.”

“A growing expectation that the tools at hand 
and the worlds to dwell in are responsive and 
forgiving, and that they let you experience 
things in their ‘unreality’ and take risks safely 
(having an ‘undo’ button means you are al-
ways given a second chance).”

— LEGO Institute of Play

“It is quite difficult to design your own experi-
ment. I don’t think elementary school kids are 
capable of that. At least give some instruction 
or a checklist to know what to look at.”

— Biology Student at Umeå University

SenseMaking
Process

“I let them ask questions. If they don’t, then 
I’ll ask them stupid and obvious questions, 
like why this pen drop to the ground. And I 
expect them to leave with more questions in 
their mind.“

— Bastien Erpelding, Stuff at Umevatoriet

“It is not about confirming textbook concepts, 
but generate own way of thinking.”

— Madelen Bodin
Assistant Head, Department of Science and Mathematics 

Education, Umeå University

“At school, it is always about get the right 
result instead of the failure and surprise. But 
that is exactly where innovation comes from.”

— Biology Student at Umeå University

“Kids like to experience and figure out things 
on their own instead of being taught”

— Linda Bergmark, Stuff at Umevatoriet

Mars Landing Mission, Umevatoriet
Student discuss what makes a great mars=landing vehicle 


